
Welcome to�
The Dunes�



W�elcome to the Dunes at Shoal Harbor,�
a spectacular waterfront community�
directly on Sandy Hook Bay.�

Styled with the distinctive architecture of a�
classic Cape Cod village, the Dunes offers�
123 homes in a variety of unique designs.�

The two, three and four bedroom homes range from 1,500 square feet�
to more than 2,500 square feet.  All feature modern interiors, upscale�
appointments and are Energy Star approved.�

Spectacular views of the NYC skyline set the stage for a parade of col-�
orful boats in the bay including high-speed ferry service to the city.�
We’re ringed with bike and walking trails and are a 15 minute ride to�
Sandy Hook and NJ’s ocean beaches.  The peaceful lifestyle afforded�
those who choose to live here is punctuated by an array of magnificent�
shore wildlife and the constantly changing sky.�

A central point for the community is the resort-style clubhouse and�
pool complex.  Featuring modern media and electronics, including�
HDTV and WiFi, the facility has a fitness center, a large community�
room with a kitchen and a card room.  Just outside the clubhouse is�
the free-style swimming pool with a salt generation system.  There’s�
a restaurant-style gas barbecue grill and plenty of tables and chairs in�
the adjacent picnic area.�



Resort Style Pool & Clubhouse�



    The Dunes Clubhouse Complex�
<<<<<<�



      Dunes Clubhouse and Pool�



The Community�
T�he Dunes is a vibrant place where residents are active in preserving�
the natural beauty of the NJ bayshore.  We have a sandy beachfront�
that attracts kyakers, sunbathers and folks who like to cast a line.�
Living at the Dunes frees you from the work that makes home owner-�
ship a burden. Most exterior chores, including snow removal, landscap-�
ing, and building maintenance, are all cared for.  We have a property�
manager (TAP Management) that is dedicated to giving us effective and�
efficient service in all aspects of our operations.�

The Dunes is set on a peninsula that is bounded by Sandy Hook Bay�
and Compton’s Creek.  Monmouth’s Bayshore Waterfront Park and the�
quaint Belford Seafood Village are our immediate neighbors.  The tidal�
marsh that winds its way throughout the area provides a healthy habi-�
tat allowing a broad array of  plant and animal species to flourish.�
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Location. Location. Location.�
This much-quoted real estate term shows its true meaning the moment you enter�
the Dunes.  Yes, there’s the dramatic NYC skyline and colorful harbor, but we’re�
also surrounded by dramatic waterscapes, tidal marshes and the unique wildlife�
habitats that make living at The Dunes special.  Our open sky welcomes sunrise�
over Sandy Hook and as the lights start to twinkle across the bay, we’re enjoying�
sunsets that paint the sky and the water blazing yellows and reds.�
Our convenient connection to the world by direct high-speed ferry or  NJ Transit�
trains and buses to Manhattan is a bonus.  This unique location offers a peaceful�
and calm setting that is rare in our region.  We invite you to come see for yourself.�

Permission to duplicate and distribute the material in this document is granted.  Credit for�
the photographs and narratives should be given to The Dunes at Shoal Harbor.�


